
WHAT IS THE RIGHT SUPPLY CHAIN

Never has so much technology and brainpower been applied to improving supply chain performance. Point-of- sale
scanners allow companies to capture the.

Liberatore Phone No. It also shortened lead time by expediting design information to production centers.
Suppose your offering is functionalâ€”it satisfies basic, unchanging needs and has a long life cycle, low
margins, and stable demand. And supply chains in many industries suffer from an excess of some products
and a shortage of others because of an inability to predict demand. Which Type of Supply Chain? In thet
point, it must be apprehended that consumers of functional products offer companies predictable demand in
exchange of a good product in a reasonable price. The auto distribution channel is a kind of hourglass with the
dealer at the neck. Getting out of the unresponsive chains trying to supply innovative products. These types of
products can have a high profit margin, although they also have unpredictable demand patterns and require a
profoundly different supply chain to fundamental products. Nobody can win on such a deal as forward buying.
The highest profit margins of innovative products usually go with the highest risk in demand. Coordination
within the supply chain leads to reduction of inventories. Dysfunctional industry practices such as an
overreliance on price promotions. Deep seasonal discounts will create spikes on demand which they will
reduce the predictability of demand. Reference: Fisher, M. Assuming that chain costs are fixed, partners now,
in a competitive chain struggle for a bigger share of the profits. Innovative Products Innovative products are
new products to the market that offer something different. Select suppliers for their ease and flexibility.
Functional products have a price-sensitive demand. Companies use four tools to cope with such uncertainty.
Mass customization, automated warehousing and agile manufacturing are the means leading to that goal.
Inevitably, the consequences are enormous. The most crucial issue is the comprehension of the connection
between the nature of demand and the type of supply chain you need. For the second one, in order to have a
first sense about the market trends, you have to force your retailers to give you early orders. The customization
is made according to the order that the customer has already given. In fact, the best to be done is to accept this
uncertainty as something 4 positive, because risk is connected to profit. Thanks for reading. Correct
mismatches between your supply chain and product. Companies that make innovative products should focus
on minimizing market mediation costs. Also, the short life cycle increases the risk of obsolesce due to excess
supplies. Because, Marshall Fisher says, companies lack a framework for deciding which ones are best for
their particular situation. Despite the efforts to decrease inventories and to restore service level, the number of
the problems increases exponentially over time. These negotiations can be fierce. Sales of existing products
are highly predictable. Suppliers are chosen for their low cost and not for their flexibility On the contrary, this
approach is completely wrong for innovative products. As a perfect match between supply and demand can
almost be achieved for these types of products, these companies are able to focus almost exclusively on
minimising physical costs. To achieve the first one, it is fundamental to accelerate the exchange of information
within the chain as much as possible. Companies that have either an innovative product with an efficient
supply chain upper right-cell or a functional product with a responsive supply chain lower left-hand cell tend
to be the ones with problems. Is your product functional or innovative? They offer us valuable information
which can help us to evaluate the situation and decide properly. Innovative products usually depend on current
fashion and life-style and they generate all the supply headaches because of the uncertain market reaction that
increases the risk of having shortages or excess supplies.


